

































































































































 

Belle physicsweek Amplitude analysis theory
Christoph Hanhart Forschungszentrum Jülich Germany
e mail c HANftART Fz JuELlCH.DE

For a practicalguide on howtotreat resonances I
See review Resonances in theReview ofParticle physics
bythe PDG underkinematics

Inwhet follows I heavily borrowed from I RPeläez Bkubis

analyticity causality

undarity probability
conservation

Connectionofandyt.gl causally
Hi wie beillustrated using

the classical damped

harmonic oszillator

4 Ä Hä wir flt t 0 damping

a free solution FH o

we chose the ansatz xgltt.ae
it tz

inserting Kl inter h

w 2 if w of 0
un wen it twist ihn

we went to focus an weak damping Ja Wo




































































































































ND Wg is real

F Htaeiwrtta.e iwryertdemping.fr
o

b harmonic force fit Fue
int

W we use the ansatz Htt InGtw
Wt

we get from pulling this into the Efofmotion h

Glattwizirutw 1

W wiki w Glut 1
441N w

for weak damping
1Glatt

ÄH

Wo

Ich




































































































































for external excitations with Wlan we find
resonances characterised by a optimal energy
of the

external forceto our system

Er an arbitrary external excitation one can always

wüte ftp fjdwFlye
iwt

andgonsGfarthesohtimxltI
wGWFHeiwtty.lt

since Fw fjdttf.ltleihtwe get

xltt fjdtflttglt.tt

where glt.tt ffdwqqe
iwlt t4

Gk corresponds to the propagation of an
instantaneous

force f It LGH from t to It I

Causality einphis that g Ko o

for otherwise a farce that will operate in the future




































































































































would impact the present

To see that g H is
indeedcausal we need to look

at its analytic structure

this is the connection we were looking for

we had gut fjdwc.laÖ GHI.jpupir1hnlw
with8 0

Riku

ur ir urig

To evaluate the integral we will use the
Residue theorem

f A dt Hi EI IH adRes If and
if 8 is a positively oriented simple

closed curve

then Ilg an
Ihn is enclosed by f

O otherwise

up to apply
this to our Idw weneed to close

In contow in a way that the add Part of
the

path does not contribute to the integral

The relevant factor forthis is fünf




































































































































for T 0 we need to close the 1kW

contour in the tower half
R R

plane since then on the are Re

we have hnloko Utf
i ihn Iwf ImWIT SO

stur maywrite

GHt.ci fjdwGlwIe
iwT

phI.zEffdwGlye
iwi

ie ein

iztgleiwünetivritikffsitupe

for Too we how had to closethe
contour in the

upper half plane Nuffint Rev
gut ölig Ghte R R

0 es required from causality

thus we found




































































































































Gh analytic in the upper causality
half plane gHad 0

are can show that non tel scattering amplitudes are

causal in this sprint das such have to have

a well defined analytic structure The is adopted

ferrebt amplitudes
Implications of unitarityRandy for physical
scattering amplitudes

lets look at some tun

scattering process v

In quantum
mechanics the timeevolution of some system

is provided by the time
evolution operator

ÄH HIHI Http thült e
ÄH H

thus we mayintroduce the S matrix
via

G fein fürÜHH
Properties As
by definition we have Ült H Ü

HAT er

equivalently teilt Hätt t I
moreover UHH UH Ht saiatItt




































































































































uns U is unitary Aus Sts

This is nothing but the
Conservation of

probability

in the absence of
interactions Ö II

causality demands that S is analytic
inthe

whole complex plane of the physical sheet
besides the real aus

Thus non trivial scattering comes from S A

Er 2 body scattering we define

afpipi.bls ttlp.pe a ii i KÄSTNER p
MIRPaiPiPi be

when single particle States are
normalised accar.to

Lp Ip H2Eps Kp Ä
From the unitarityofthe S matrix we get

IEEE E Müsli iät ihn IN
When for the last equality l use MH µ Ist




































































































































Introducing basis stetes we get

DiscMbekiKH E GdlMIMean
the phasespace is here defined

via

dliipm.intSHEEP ftpEE
For only 2 particle

channels this gives

ImMaiEMÄS E Hart

far prod amplitudes one finds

ImAa MIA Ab Ht

therefore the scattering Matrix M develops an inginey

part for s sur is real belao the lowest

threshold for red values of s

this implies There is a branchpoint a every

5 Smithis branchpoint is of M type since

9Eröffnet with µ III E o at
threshold

Whenever a new channel opens the number of
Riemann sheets doubles




































































































































For 1 Channel elastic sheets boundstetes

1stsheet Physical sheet contains poles
at

thereal axis below the threshold da brauch

point at threshold

2ndsheet unphysical sheet contains poles
either

on the ted ais below the the
Threshold

virtual states or poles in the complex plane

but then they must come in pairs since

MIST Mls resonances

One closingremark on the implication of unitary

for production amplitudes in the
1 channel

case Nw relation 1 1 reads

hm A USA
since 1mA ER in phase of A must

agree to the phase ofIM Watson theorem
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